You are always the copyright holder. Audio Mp3 1:44 min. Closed Caption

Just because the program requires that you make your dissertation openly available in the an open-access archive, does not mean that you have surrendered your copyright. By virtue of having written the dissertation and/or created the multimedia content, you are the copyright holder – automatically. The copyright registration which we request a the time of submission only registers a copyright which you already hold. This step is largely unnecessary; we are going the extra mile, if you will, should you find yourself in the unlikely event of being involved in litigation.

People often confuse “permissions” with copyright. The permissions have to do with how easily others may use your material, in this case, for non-commercial purposes, such as in the classroom or in a consulting setting. Please watch the videos provided by the links to understand the differences between the limitations and uncertainty of fair use and the intention of the Creative Commons permissions. I am happy to discuss your decision with you. At the time of submission, the choice is yours.